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THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY
VOL V OCTOBER. 1919 NO. 4

' I ^HJ£ Editor is under the sad obligation of informing the
I friends of THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY of the death of Mr.

Rudolph E. Schirmer, at Santa Barbara on August 20 th,
1919, after a long illness.

I t is not here the place to point out Mr. Schinner's far-reach-
ing influence on American musical life as President of G. Schirmer,
Inc. Comment in the pages of THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY on his
constructive powers and his business acumen as a publisher would
have been extremely distasteful to him.

He conceived and created THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY because
he considered the time ripe in America for such a magazine and
because it was his second nature to do things for the art which he
so loved and understood, regardless of cost and with indifference
to commercial obstacles.

Perhaps the Editor did not succeed, confronted as he was by
War conditions, in reaching and maintaining the standard of
excellence set for THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY by its founder. In
that case, Mr. Schirmer would never have voiced his disappoint-
ment with severity but he would.have criticized the Editor in his
quietly reserved yet stinging manner had at any time the idealistic
purpose of his magazine been obscured.

Just how far he was willing to go to undermine any impression
of THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY as a Schirmer house organ, a few
characteristic episodes may illustrate.

Soon after the first issue of the magazine, the publicity repre-
sentative of a manufacturer of some highly lucrative article of
commerce offered Mr. Schirmer several thousand dollars a year
for the use of the back cover of THE MUSICAL QUARTERLY. Much
to the amazement of that gentleman, Mr. Schirmer promptly
turned him down, amused at the mere suggestion that he might
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prefer money to the Schirmer emblem with its motto: Laborum
Dulce Lenimen.

On a prior occasion, when the physical appearance and
character of the magazine were being tentatively discussed, the
Editor, boldly testing, as he later on confessed, the idealistic
motives of Mr. Schirmer, urged that Schirmer publications be
rigorously barred from the section devoted to publishers' announce-
ments. With but a moment's hesitation, Mr. Schirmer accepted
this unprecedented condition. The Editor then relented—but
had his difficulties to persuade Mr. Schirmer to do likewise.

Just at the time when his illness compelled him to take up
his home permanently in Santa Barbara and to retire gradually
from the active management of the business in favor of his be-
loved nephew, Mr. Gustave Schirmer, the Editor found Mr.
Schirmer in a reminiscent mood. He described graphically, for
instance, the Liszt stances at the Altenburg in Weimar. So graph-
ically indeed, that the Editor immediately tried to enlist Mr.
Schirmer as one of the contributors to THE MUSICAL QTJABTEBLT
with a series of autobiographical articles.

The reply was negative: Mr. Schirmer was too sensitive of
the possibility that his motives for such a contribution by the
publisher of the magazine might be misconstrued. Perhaps, if
his health had improved, Mr. Schirmer might have succumbed
to the repeated entreaties from the Editor. At any rate, it is
the latter's conviction that those proposed articles, written in
Rudolph E. Schinner's polished style, with his gift of observation,
his culture as a man of the world, his love of the beautiful, his
discriminating interest in the progress of our art and out of the
richness of his acquaintance and friendship with so many artists,
great and small, for more than half a century, would easily have
been among the most entertaining, instructive and valuable con-
tributions to his MUSICAL QUAHTEKLT.
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